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Commodore by Urs Rathgeb
While February was a slow month in terms of sailing activity, we conducted our Annual Business
Meeting on February 20, with a good crowd of approximately three dozen members attending.
I won’t go through everything that was discussed in detail, but want to mention a few highlights of this
past club year:
• We celebrated our 35th Year Anniversary with a crowd of over 100 former and current TASS
members

•
•
•

•
•

With support from the original sponsors, we enhanced the Carol Becker Woman’s Regatta Deed
of Gift to encourage participation from other clubs – 11 boats competed in 2 classes
We introduced an all-Woman Crew Training (2 classes), with two classes planned once again
for this coming year
We increased the number of charter boat sails (leisure, moonlight, racing) from 35 to 47,
reflecting a substantial increase, while at the same time reducing the deficit per sail from $55 to
$53
We conducted a complete revision of the Skipper Handbook
Overall, we had eleven social events, including 6 after-race parties

If you want more details, including a summary of our financials, you can find out by studying the Annual
Report, posted on the website. We will also conduct a repetition of the Annual Business Meeting for
our members in the Kemah area at Iguanas Ranas this coming Thursday, March 5.
For this coming year, we have another active season planned.

In March, besides the weekly leisure sails on Saturdays, Mark Langley will take out a moonlight sail on
March 7 (sign up here), and on March 14 we will celebrate St. Patrick’s Day with the Crazy Irishman
Chase Regatta (boat signup here) and of course the obligatory after race party (sign up here). You
won’t have to race to attend the party (just wear something green). The charter boat is full for the race,
but crew members looking for a boat can sign up for the Crew List here.

We are also getting our Membership drive in gear. After some discussion, we have decided to
participate in the second “Little Yacht Sales Boat Show”, taking place April 18/19 at the Waterford
Marina. I realize that we have participated in similar events in past years, and concluded that it didn’t
lead to increased membership. We have nevertheless decided to give it another shot. Too many times,
when I talk to individuals outside TASS, I hear the reference to “single sailors” and “singles sailing club”.
Point is, our participation in the show cannot be a rental of a table and two chairs plus a couple of “tent
dwellers” enjoying the shade, but rather a full-force approach to present our organization as what we
are today, and reaching out to everyone who passes our booth. While that may not necessarily
promise a large number of new members immediately, it will help transition our image, together with
increased outreach to other organizations in the bay. Patricia Gumbs, our membership director, has
put a small committee together, with Evangelina Hammond and Kirk Dunham supporting her in that
effort. We will likely need some other motivated volunteers. More to follow.
I hope to see you soon at one of our events on or off the water.
Your Commodore
Urs Rathgeb

Vice Commodore, Andrew Clark
Skipper Meeting/Training
This past Sunday, March 1, our TASS skippers gathered in Kemah for the (approximately) annual
Skippers Meeting.
The training started with a review of changes made to the Skippers Handbook, which serves as a
guideline for our skippers before, during and after our sails, from checkout of the sail to when the boat
is safely docked. Over the past year, led as an effort by Fleet Captain Mike Vaughan, and with support
by Mark Shield (TASS Member and Auxiliary Coast Guard Member), many enhancements focusing on
safety were included. These changes included amongst others a more thorough crew briefing on safety
aspects, a review of the equipment list which the skipper brings with him on board, the way we notify
the charter company in case of issues with the boat, as well as the formal implementation of a zero
alcohol policy for the skipper in charge of the sail until the boat is tied back to the dock.
After that, Thann Dauterive, our webmaster, explained to our skippers how they can best take
advantage of the tools our website offers. This included how to retrieve the most up to date boat
checkout and waiver form, how to print out a crew roster before the sail, and ways to get in touch with
crew members in preparation for the sail. The new TASS Website introduced a couple of years ago
definitely includes improved avenues to keep in touch with participants of events and send targeted
notices helpful to participants (not just for sails, but also any other kind of events).

TASS Skippers after the classroom training at Waterfront Marina
After the classroom training, Nancy Welch graciously had made Mischief available to do some on the
water training. A group of six skippers went out on the water to do Man Overboard drills, focusing on
the “Quick Stop”, a maneuver aimed at stopping the boat and returning to the person in the water as
quickly as possible. Weather conditions were appropriate for that type of training with winds blowing
18-22 knots. All of us on board agreed that this way of retrieving a person who went overboard is more
effective and faster than the “Figure 8 method” we had learned during ASA courses.
Last but not least, the Skipper Meeting also gave us a great opportunity to enjoy each other’s company
and catch up!

Late Breaking News……..
Our very own Skipper, Purser and amazing leader of women on the water Nancy
Welch has shared some wonderful news with us this week.
“I'm so excited! I just found out that I'll be sailing on the
Maiden on leg 10!!! It’s a wonderful opportunity to be able
to sail on this boat with her amazing skipper and crew. So
much to learn. To find out more about this boat and its
current mission go to The Maiden Factor.
YES! That Maiden, the actual sailing vestal that Tracy
Edwards, MBE captained in the first all-female crew to ever
sail around the world.
Nancy, fair winds on your voyage and we cannot wait for
you to bring back amazing stories to share with us. TASS
is proud of you.

FLEET NEWS, Michael Vaughan
FULL MOON SAIL
TASS full moon sails with Skipper Mark Langley is always a popular
event throughout the year. The first full moon sail of this year takes
place EARLY in our schedule on March 7th. We have seats available for
this sail so jump in and register. “IT IS NT TOO COLD to go sailing in
March” crew member Nancy Kahlden states and she is already
registered. “The weather is looking delightful and clear for this full moon
event.: so sign up and join the sail.
The march full moon is called the Worm Moon and this full Moon will
also be the first of three supermoons in 2020—the other two occurring
in April and May. “Supermoon” is the popular nickname given to a full
Moon that coincides with perigee, which is the point in the Moon’s orbit
of Earth where it’s closest to our planet.
Use the link below to register now.

The weather should be improving to provide us with great sailing in March. TASS has a mix of sailing
events. In March we have planned one moonlight sail, three leisure sails, and a TASS race. WOW,
Skippers are ready to give you on water experiences – hope you are all ready to go sailing. There
should be at least one event that you may want to participate in. Here are the registration links for the
upcoming sails.
March 7 – Day – Leisure Sail
Skipper Urs
March 7 – Night- Moonlight Sail Skipper Mark L
March 21 – Day – Leisure Sail
Skipper Mark M
March 28 – Day – Leisure Sail
Skipper Gavin G
Signup early for these sails, as we have been filling up and you may miss your opportunity if you wait.
We are lucky in Houston to be able to sail year-round so let’s get out on the water.

REGISTRATION REMINDER – We try to have some type of sail each weekend unless there is
another event that overrides sails. Windward Sea Venture, our charter company, is getting busy and
we will have challenges to reserve the boats that we want if we are not able to reserve
early. Normally, sign-ups for sails end at midnight on Thursday night. If we do not have enough
people registered by midnight on Thursday, the sail may likely be canceled. So, please sign-up early
so that we can all spend more time on the water.
MEMBERSHIP MATTERS by Patricia Gumbs
Great turnout for the 2020 annual meeting in town with 29 members in attendance. Thank you to
everyone who took the time to register for this event online. It is very helpful for me as the director to
keep track of how we are doing on attendance at events. Every event, whether it is a paid event or
free, is important for us as a club to evaluate what we need to do to have a great outcome. I
appreciate your help and thank you in advance for your cooperation.
2019 was a good year for membership. 41 new members join February 2019-January 2020
Let’s make 2020 even greater with your help and ideas on ways to increase membership. This is
everyone’s club so let’s all be a part of welcoming aboard new members.
OUTLOOK 2020:
Emphasis on a membership drive through various outlets. Social Media, Twitter, Instagram. Techsavvy members share your ideas and help us promote TASS.
Look for the Boat show coming in April and come out and support your club.

Wishing a very Happy Birthday to all our March Members
Olga Adair
Thann Dauterive
Kathy Dunnill
Mark Langley
Paula McCoy

Melody Bohlman
Caprice Dodson
Margaret McCord
Mark Shield

Most important for our members is your profile in the database. Members must update their
emergency contact information. If something unforeseen happens, we will have the ability to contact
someone on your behalf.
Patricia, Membership Director

SOCIAL by Joanne Moschella

Once again TASS members experience an epic
Superbowl party hosted by Mark Langley. Mark asked
that we extend a huge thank you to all who attended, 30+
this year. We had a divided cheering section for the SF49ers and KC-Chiefs making an interclub rivalry exciting
with roars from the crowd erupting as various points I the
game. The participation in the pool brought an added
hype as the score changed hands and millionaires were
made and broken with the snap of the ball and the
countdown of the clock at each quarter. It was so crazy,
we cannot tell you for IRS purposes who were the pool winners but we can say, the winners were
happy with their loot. Whether you were into the game or not the food and company were terrific.
TASS thanks Mark for always being such a gracious host for the Superbowl. Maybe next year Barb
will get to see her beloved TEXANS in the Superbowl. See you then.
Aside from Superbowl and Mix and Mingle, February was a mild as our weather. Most sailed in the
Icicle race as we prepare for the 2020 race season for TASS.

Our first after-race party will be on March 14th. So, as the Irish slang sayings go ….
Pull Your Socks Up = Get Busy…
Don’t give me any of your guff = Don’t give me your excuses …
It is Time to PULL OUT THE GREEN and make like a Crazy Irishman for the Chase and afterparty.
Register the party it’s free and will be held directly after the conclusion of the race at the Sundance
Grill, Waterford Marina, Kemah.
It is sure to be a great kick-off for our 2020 race season.

March roars in like a lion with a new Meet and Mingle location. The
selection for our fun gatherings will be “The Tasting Room”,1101-18
Uptown Park Blvd, Houston, TX 77056. Our TASS host for this month’s
Meet and Mingle will be the gracious Nancy Kalden. Thank you, Nancy,
for stepping up and helping us with the March events. Your assistance is greatly appreciated and you
lead the way for more TASS members to step up and lend a helping hand.
TASS Host is Nancy Kahlden.
Register here for March 12
Register here for March 26
See you all on the water soon.

Webmaster by Thann Dauterive
This month is a rather long article. Several people seem to get tripped up
in the system when trying to register a guest, therefore for this month I
chose to write an instructional HELP article with system screen shots. If
you are a member that has experienced a setback when trying to register
a guest, this LONG article is for you. A PDF document like shown here:
How should active members register a guest for events of this
instructional article is posted in our library under FAQ’s for future reference. We hope it become a
helpful document.
The TASS website library FAQ’s can be accessed through this link https://sailtass.com/FAQs

Before I explain how to register a guest or significant other, let me explain how your TASS membership
works.
• Each membership MUST have a unique email address that you used when you established
YOUR INDIVIDUAL membership and every time you log into the website. Think of your email as
your ACCOUNT NUMBER.
• No two members can SHARE an account or use the same email address when establishing an
account.
• Member to email address/account is a 1-1 set up.
✓ If you are a member and you would like to register a NON-MEMBER for any event [free or paid],
you can ADD a PLUS 1 to your registration.
✓ If you are a member and your significant other is also a member you can add that significant
other to your registration at the SAME TIME you register yourself.
✓ If you are a member and you want to register ANOTHER MEMBER [significant other or friend]
you can also do that at the time you register yourself.
THE TRICK IS: Once you complete the transaction for yourself, your CANNOT GO BACK AND ADD
a guest. The ADD GUEST is a checkbox on the screen before you confirm the registration. If you get
this far and your ADD GUEST box is not checked, GO BACK using the page back arrow. If you exit
out and try a DO-OVER, you don’t get a DO-OVER.
If you check out and complete your registration transaction and did not add a guest, that transaction is
now complete and closed. This means your guest MUST register as an individual in the system for the
event. You cannot go back using your account and add a guest once your transaction is closed.
The guest will be required to click on the event link and fill out their email address and all the information
that is required for the registrations. Some events such as sails require more information to be provided
[for safety reasons] than single registrations for a meeting, meet and mingles or after-race parties. It is
required that guests use a legitimate email adder, please do not try to fake out the system by making
up an email address.
Additionally, the system will not allow you to re-use your email address to register someone else. If you
try, the system will tell you that YOU are already registered.
Below are a few tips and screen shots that will direct you through a registration when trying to add a
person at the same time you register yourself.
The first example I will demonstrate here is a SIMPLE registration – used for Meetings, Meet & Mingle,
After-Race party registrations and mostly free events.

To get started you begin your
registration transaction as you
always do. Nothing different.
Log in > go to the calendar >
select the event you want to
register for.

Once you click the Register
button scroll to the bottom of the
page and you will see where the
system allows you to INCLUDE
additional guest. Here is where
you will enter your PLUS 1. Now
complete the registration and
close.
Because this is a SIMPLE
registration event, the system will
not ask for guest information.
Select the Complete registration
box and you have now registered
yourself and guest.

If you scroll to the bottom of the
page you will see a confirmation
that you have registered yourself
and Additional guest (and the #
of guest you entered).

If at this point you select the Return to Event box on the bottom right of the screen you will return to
the event which will give you information about the event.

Note: At the bottom left it tells you
that you are already registered –
therefore, you cannot register
anyone else after you have
reached this step.

Lastly, you will receive an Event
registration confirmation (Receipt)
via email as shown in the
example to the right.

The next series of screen shots
will instruct you on registrations
for PAID EVENTS. The starting
point is the same.
Log
in>calendar>find event

Because this is a PAID event the
first action is for the system to
verify your email.

IF you are logged into your account, your email will automatically appear, if you are NOT logged into
the system, you will be annoyed to find you will have to enter your email and all mandatory
information. Advisable that you always log in first when registering for any event. This will save you
time and probably a lot of aggravations. You will like the system much better if you log in.
Note the system states that it is Critical that you enter a LEGITIMATE email address.
Now click on the NEXT button at the bottom right of the screen to advance to the next step.
Your register yourself first by
selecting the button next to the
MEMBERS registration box.
Then hit the NEXT button on the
lower right of the screen.

In this step you will register a guest – IF you skip this step, you will not be able to go back and add a
guest once you complete your transaction.
Note at this point you have not been asked for payment. Payment is the final step.

Click on the box that says ADD
GUEST

When registering guests, you must enter the information in the mandatory fields.

This is for liability reasons for our
club, the safety of guests, and
insures if there are any changes to
an event, we can contact all
persons registered. Once again,
PLEASE do not FAKE the system,
and DO NOT fill in the mandatory
fields with your name, phone,
etc. Information should be
relevant to the guest otherwise the
importance of this information is
irrelevant. SO, when you register
your guests, know their significant
contact information before you
begin the registration.

Advance to the next screen and
you will see that 1 member @ a
cost of the event plus 1 guest @
the guest event fee is now in the
registration. It shows the total
amount to be paid. Registration
is not complete until it is paid.

REVIEW and CONFIRM – READY TO PAY
The next screen allows you the opportunity to review and confirm your registration information or GO
BACK and make changes.

This screen example demonstrated the review and confirm information. If all the information is
correct, then you can advance from here to make the payment.

READY to Pay
Select PAY ONLINE and
proceed to pay with your credit
card or via PayPal for your
registration.
Make sure you complete the
transaction through to the
payment
otherwise
your
registration will be incomplete.

DISCLAIMERS:
• TASS events are non-refundable.
• You have 15 minutes to complete your registration transaction from start to payment
otherwise the system will time out – JUST LIKE TICKET MASTER and other online
payment events. Should this happen your registration is considered incomplete and will
be voided. You will have to start the registration process over if this happens.
March TECH TIPS

Should You Reef Your Mainsail Now, Before You Fall Off Downwind?
Imagine that you are cruising along the coast on a lazy
downwind passage. You are sailing in a light 5-knot
southwesterly breeze with the wind on the quarter. The
wind slowly increases to 15 knots throughout the day,
but you hardly notice.
With the boat level and the crew relaxed and content,
what could be better? Near the end of the day, the wind
shifts abruptly. You'll need to head up to a close-hauled
course. You change course with full sail and the boat
heels hard over! So, what happened?
When sailing downwind the apparent wind was relatively light. That's because the boat travels in the
same direction as the wind.
For example, if your boat travels at 6 knots downwind, and the true wind is blowing at 15 knots, the
apparent wind your boat "feels" will be 9 knots (true wind speed minus boat speed).
What happens when you head upwind onto a close hauled course? As your boat turns upwind, the
apparent wind increases to almost 20 knots on a close-hauled course!
That's because the closer you are to the true wind, the higher the apparent wind speed becomes and

the more your boat will heel. More heeling means less efficient sailing. Weather helm increases and
you lose power, speed, and drive.
Put this Sailing Plan Into Play...
Before you change course to run downwind, check the visual picture along with the weather
forecast. Do you see whitecaps building to windward? Are winds and sea predicted to build this
afternoon or evening? If so, tuck in a reef now BEFORE you fall off to a deep broad reach.
Thanks to Captain John, for sharing - www.skippertips.com

TRIVIA

YOUR HOROSCOPE Contributing Editor, Don Dykstra
WARNING: passionate believers in horoscopes should read no further.

Years ago, I met a lovely lady. One of her first questions was:
“What is your sign?” Jokingly I said: “Feces.” (It sounds a bit like
Pisces). She was offended, but since she was attractive and
loved sailing, I decided to educate myself about the mysterious
world of astrology. To start with, I studied: “The Complete Idiots
Guide to Astrology.” If I am not mistaken, it was around 400 AD
that astrologers developed theories about predicting people’s
future based on the position of the sun, moon and planets on the
day and at the time they were born. (It doesn’t always seem to
work, because you seldom hear that a psychic has won the
lottery)
In order to become a celestial ship navigator, I had squandered a great deal of my precious youth on
studying spherical trigonometry, which is as complicated as it sounds. This was followed by courses in
astronomy to learn how heavenly bodies move through the universe.
Most of us have heard about the “Dog days of summer”; referring to the hottest period in the Northern
hemisphere. As early as 3,000 years ago Babylonians and later the Greeks and Romans observed that
in late July, early August Sirius, also known as the “dog star” rose shortly before dawn -and set at duskin the same direction as the sun. (Except for the sun, Sirius is our brightest star. Venus is bright too,
but it is a planet and meanders around a lot). Sirius is part of the constellation Canis Major, or Great
Dog.
In about 365+ days the Earth moves around the sun along the Ecliptic. Approximately every 30 days
the background of the sun is another constellation. Astrologers selected Aries (Ram) as a fixed point
on the ecliptic circle. This is where the sun is around 21 March; the beginning of spring. Western

astrologers consider Aries as the period from 3/21 to 4/19, Taurus from 4/20 to 5/20, Gemini from 5/21
to 6/20 etc.
This is all fine and dandy. However, there is a fly in the ointment. It turned out that Aries is not a fixed
point after all and actually moves 50.26 arc seconds per year. This is caused by wobbling of the earth’s
axis. (For you Googlers, it is called Precession). This means that all the signs of the zodiac will move
360 degrees around the sky in about 26,000 years. Let’s say you were born in the year 1960. The
difference between 1960 and 400 AD when the horoscope signs were assigned, is 1,560 years.
1,560/26,000 x 365 is about 22 days. To determine your revised horoscope sign, you need to subtract
22 days from your birthday. Chances are you’ll fall under an earlier sign. Maybe you like that one better
or maybe not; take your pick. For anybody who cares, in about 12,000 years, Sirius will no longer be
rising and setting in the same direction as the sun in mid-summer, but will do so in mid-winter. Folks (if
there are still any of them around) will be talking about the “Dog days of winter.”
Years ago, when personal computers came out and software to draw your astrological chart, I got the
idea of redrafting people’s birth chart and sell them on the internet. First, I did some marketing surveys
and asked friends and acquaintances who were firm believers in astrology, what they thought about
having their birth chart redrawn. Most of them got mad and considered me some blasphemous freak.
They considered astrology the same as religion, where you would not let facts stand in the way of faith.
Don Dykstra
Do you have any TRIVIA to share about vessels, sailing, Galveston Bay area etc.?
Send your TRIVIA to topsider@sailtass.com and get it published in the TOPSIDER!
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